Integral equation theories for predicting water structure around molecules.
Water plays a crucial role in the structure and function of proteins and other biological macromolecules; thus, theories of aqueous solvation for these molecules are of great importance. However, water is a complex solvent whose properties are still not completely understood. Statistical mechanical integral equation theories predict the density distribution of water molecules around a solute so that all particles are fully represented and thus potentially both molecular and macroscopic properties are included. Here we discuss how several theoretical tools we have developed have been integrated into an integral equation theory designed for globular macromolecular solutes such as proteins. Our approach predicts the three-dimensional spatial and orientational distribution of water molecules around a solute. Beginning with a three-dimensional Ornstein-Zernike equation, a separation is made between a reference part dependent only on the spatial distribution of solvent and a perturbation part dependent also on the orientational distribution of solvent. The spatial part is treated at a molecular level by a modified hypernetted chain closure whereas the orientational part is treated as a Boltzmann prefactor using a quasi-continuum theory we developed for solvation of simple ions. A potential energy function for water molecules is also needed and the sticky dipole models of water, such as our recently developed soft-sticky dipole (SSD) model, are ideal for the proposed separation. Moreover, SSD water is as good as or better than three point models typically used for simulations of biological macromolecules in structural, dielectric and dynamics properties and yet is seven times faster in Monte Carlo and four times faster in molecular dynamics simulations. Since our integral equation theory accurately predicts results from Monte Carlo simulations for solvation of a variety of test cases from a single water or ion to ice-like clusters and ion pairs, the application of this theory to biological macromolecules is promising.